DA-240T / DA-241T

Pub - Application Guide
Simple installation

Control room

This application is very easy to set up and it
is suitable for many pub configurations.
DA-241T
Thanks to the 240 W built-in Class-D
amplifier, there is no need for additional
devices except speakers and mic.
The 2 zone volumes are individually adjusted
from the control room, using knobs on the
front panel device or controls on the PC
Editor, each zone having its own EQ
settings.
The routing setting is equivalent to a 6 x 2
matrix, so sources selected from built-in MP3
(DA-241T), Line In, Aux In or Dante optional
card, can be routed to any output with easy
control action from PC. So, different
programs can be broadcast in different
zones if necessary.
One paging microphone is used for message
broadcast in one or both zones.
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DA-240T / DA-241T

Supermarket - Application Guide
Simple installation

Office

This application is very easy to set up and it
is suitable for many supermarket
configurations.

DA-241T

Thanks to the 240 W built-in Class-D
amplifier, there is no need for additional
devices except speakers and mics.

CM-800

A total surface up to 1,200 m2 can be
covered with 48 pcs 5W /100 V speakers,
split between stock and sales floor.
The 2 zone volumes are individually adjusted
from the office, using knobs on the front
panel device or controls on the PC Editor,
each zone having its own EQ settings.

CSB-10

The routing setting is equivalent to a 6 x 2
matrix, so sources selected from built-in MP3
(DA-241T), Line In, Aux In or Dante optional
card, can be routed to any output with easy
control action from PC. So, different
programs can be broadcast in different
zones if necessary.
Three paging microphones with priority levels
are used for message broadcast in any zone.
By connecting a small speaker to the 1W
output it is possible to monitor all sound
sources.
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